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Coway (021240)
Another nickel scandal?
●

Nickel has reportedly been found in the ice tank of a Coway water purifier. While
large one-off costs are unlikely, the longer-term value of the company’s brand
could be damaged, as this news comes on the heels of another nickel scandal last
year. That said, Coway has no strong rivals and thus is unlikely to lose significant
market share in the near term. We maintain our forecasts, target price, and BUY
rating on the stock and will review them after gauging consumer responses.
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Nickel found again: New reports yesterday said nickel compounds have been found in
the ice tank of a Coway ice-making water purifier. The model in question, the CHPI-280L,
was sold over 2015-2016, was the last with nickel-coated parts, and is used by
approximately 65,000 rental accounts (1.3% of the firm’s total). When the Jul 2016 nickel
scandal broke, Coway recalled three of its four ice-making water purifiers (CHPCI-430N,
CHPI-380N, and CPSI-370N), affecting about 106,000 accounts. The CHPI-280L was
not included as it was not found to have structural defects, and a consumer
agency/government inspection confirmed this.
Short-term costs likely limited: We do not expect Coway to incur substantial one-off
costs because of this news. The company is saying the issue is related only to a few
individual purifiers and it will only replace faulty products. The firm sold the CHPI-280L
to 100,000 accounts over 2015-2016, but only 36 accounts have thus far registered a
complaint. Health-related compensation costs also should not be a factor, as a
government fact-finding committee last year concluded that Coway was not responsible
for any health problems of individuals who had drank nickel-tainted water, and the
highest nickel concentrations were safe for children as young as seven drinking the water
daily for seven years (the purifiers were sold for only two). This should be the last such
scandal—since 2H16, Coway has used only stainless steel parts in ice-making purifiers.
Too early to measure impact: We are not worried about one-off costs but rather
issues of brand value and market share. While the news could be the result of false claims
or an overzealous media, the fact that the scandal is the second in a year could hurt the
longer-term value of Coway’s brand. The market for ice-making water purifier markets
could also shrink, as there are only two players in the segment (ie, Coway and Chungho,
which also used nickel parts in products made before 2016). Such purifiers are used by
less than 10% of Coway’s water purifier rental accounts. Still, after the Jul 2016 scandal,
80% of accounts affected applied for purifier replacements—rather than terminating
accounts—and most wanted ice-making ones. We maintain our forecasts, target price,
and BUY rating on the stock and will review them after gauging consumer responses.
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Samsung Securities uses the following investment ratings.
Company
BUY
HOLD
SELL

Industry
Expected to increase in value by 10% or more within 12 months and
is highly attractive within sector
Expected to increase/decrease in value by less than 10% within 12 months
Expected to decrease in value by 10% or more within 12 months

OVERWEIGHT
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Expected to outperform market by 5% or more within 12 months
Expected to outperform/underperform market by less than
5% within 12 months
Expected to underperform market by 5% or more within 12 months
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unless otherwise stated. Opinions and estimates contained herein constitute our judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice.
The information provided in this report is provided "AS IS". Although the information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, no representation or
warranty, either expressed or implied, is provided by Samsung Securities in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of such information or that such information was provided
for any particular purpose and Samsung Securities expressly disclaims any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Furthermore, this report is not intended to be
a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to herein.
Samsung Securities does not undertake that investors will obtain any profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits. Samsung Securities, its affiliates, or any of its and their
affiliates, directors, officers, employees or agents disclaim any and all responsibility or liability whatsoever for any loss (direct or consequential) or damage arising out of the use of all or any
part of this report or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. Information and opinions contained herein are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not
indicative of future results. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or financial instrument mentioned in this report. For
investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, clients should contact their local sales representative. Any opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice and
may differ or be contrary to opinions expressed by other business areas or groups of Samsung Securities. Any analysis contained herein is based on numerous assumptions. Different
assumptions may result in materially different results. Samsung Securities is under no obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein. Samsung Securities relies on
information barriers to control the flow of information contained in one or more areas or groups within Samsung Securities into other areas or groups of Samsung Securities. Any prices
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theoretical model-based valuations and may be based on certain assumptions. Different assumptions by Samsung Securities or any other source may yield substantially different results.
Additional information is available upon request.
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